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Abstract

To what extent can we unrlerstand current low-energy DCX rross sections

to the DIAS in terms of the sequential mechanism ? What do the rmults have

to say about the nuclear wave functions?



1 CORRELATIONS

One of the principal goals of the pion double charge cxcllallgc (1X:X) ]JUE
gram is to learn about the relative placement of nucleons in LI]CIlllrlclls: tlw
correlations. WC will focus on this aspect of DCX.

\Ve recall one plausible conclusion from our contribution to t IIc first DCX
Workshop [1-2] : DC,X occurs mainly when the active nucleons, i,c. tllosc
which exchange charge with the pion, are close to one another (~vithin shout

1.5 fro.). Thus examine the short-range structure of the nuclear waf’c funct-
ions that we plan to use in our calculations.

;\s a tool to get an intuitive picture of the correlation structurr wc will fix
one of the nuclecm at rl and evaluate the probability Pt(rl ) that the second
nucleon is within a distance c of it. This is a simple 2-fold intcgra] (the axial
integration is trivial) however complicated the two-body waf”c Illnct. ioil. ‘rllc
probability could then be evaluated for various positions of tlw Iirst IIIICICOII

and for different values of c.
There are many other ways of representing the nuclm-m-llllchwll corrc.

lations, The separation density of Bleszynski and Glaulxr [3] is OIIC, tlIC

standard two-body correlation function discussed hy Zamick [ml]is allotll(lr.

The Monte-Carlo plots we have given In [2] showing the cent ril)llt.iml to t.lw
amplitude corresponding to different nucleon- nuchx-m separat ions is SI ill an-
other. The present mprcscntation is very simple, and it fits ~w-y w(*IIwit.11
the correlation analysis presented in !%ction 3.

1.1 “C Configuration Map, p-shell Model

\Ve Iqin with a simple system with two valcncc I)articl( , ill III(! I lJ.SII(III,
w“hich is a simple model of 14C as two proton holes in a fillc(l Ibshrll, ‘1’lhw

arc two indcpcnclent b~~is vcctonl for a 0+ state, which wc rlmosv ii~ Ipl iIIIIl

lp}. Since the two configllratirms havr silnilar mwrgics, thu gruIIII(l st ~lr is
hctter rcprcscnted by a normalized Iincar collll)ination of the IWI),viz,,

Iw >= mqnl)l(lpl)~ > +Sili(m)l(lp,)j >
J

(1)
)

wlmro f]] is a Illixing aIIglf:, ‘1’0 (Ivci(lv tlw ViIIIIPof III wllictl 1)(ss1;Il,[)r,,xill);ll(’s
1110]Jll}’sir;ll grmin(l statr Illllst. i[ltro(lllc(” illl(lil ioti;,l 1)11)’si(.s, SIIIII ;IS I II(I

[Ii;lgoll;lliziltjiol)” of a 111011(*1r(’sirlllal Ilillll illolli; ill.
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If the radial portions of the lpi and lp; wave functions are identical then
the radial dependence factors out of the sum. In this case the correlations

depend only on the angle between the vectors from the ccntcr of the nuclmls
to each of the nucleons. There are no radial correlations, in tllc sense that tllc

mixture between lp+ and lp~ wave functions is independent of tllc distance
either particle is found from the origin.

Fig. 1 displays P,sl(rl = ‘2) LW. the mixing angle, m. lIw first illlclcol)
is fixed at a distance rl = ? fm from the origin: the second llllCk’CJli ]ics

within 1 fm of the first nucleon. A very strong dependence on tlw nlixing
angle is evident. 0s represents pure ( lp] )2 while 90° corresponds to pure

(lp~)’. As is easily seen from coupling the spherical harmonics of the singlc-

particle wave functions with Clebsch-Cordan coefficients. the ( lp; )2 state

has no angular correlations, i.e. knowledge of the direction of tlw vector F,
describing the position of the first particle gi~~esno infm-matioll about F2, tl~c
direction of the second. All other values of the mixing angle correspond to

definite correlations. For example, if co.s(rn) = J( $ i.e. m approxilllat(:lj’

35°) the the wave function h= L=S=O, for which the density is proportional
to 3(F1 m7’2)2. ‘rhis configuration OptimizCS close corrclatiOn d L]lC llf!llt IIJl)

pair; the spatial portion of the wave function is totally symmetric. Near 125°
the there is much less chance of finding the particle in the 1 fm sphere than
would be found with uncorrelated wave functions; this is the ca.w L=S= 1 irl
which the spatial portion of the wave function is antisymmctric.

Uccause in this example the lp} and lp~ radial functiom ;Ir(! tlw sorll(!.

the general shape of the curve is independent of the slwcific i“alllr 0( 71. ;\

physical solution of Cohen and Kllrath [5] is also plottr(l cm t llt’ clIr\otB. “1’1111
~OrrdatiCJn l)rchiibility lies illt(!rllldiatC b(;tw~(!n the I)llr(’ I/~L (“oll[i~lll’iitil)ll

and the maximally rmrrel~ted 14=S=0 combination.
z

If (hy virtue of a spin-orbit potential, for cxarnpk) t hc ri+(liill Illrlclit)lls ilrt’

nut identical the relative amounts of the 1P} and 1P} cmfiryratiorw dIaIIgc
with the dist.ancc of the two particles from the origin, In tliis (~ils(! I,IN*W arv

radial correlations in addition to the angu]ar ontw,



1.2 180 Configuration Map, sol-Shell Model

A similar model of ’80 which now includes the three configurations of the
sol-shell requires a more complicated plot. We assume that

po > = cos(e)l(ld#* >

+sin(e)[cos(@)[ (id:)* > +S27T(4)I(2S))2 >] (~)

The configuration is represented by a point on a unit sphere detm-miml hy
angles O and @. The polar angle O (O c O c x) determines thr anmllnt of
ld~ state in 180. If 0 = O or O = r the state is pure ldk; if O -= $ them is

noJld~ present. The azimuthal angle @ determines the ~elativc amounts of
the 2SL and lcfa states within the state vector. In principle 4 varies between

O and %, but &ecause antipodes represent the same physical state we need
on!y hiok at a hemisphere, so we will take O < @ < ~, In our plots we use
a mercator projection in which x represents the equatorial axis ancl y, the
polar one. The z-axis will represent the quantities of interest. in fig. ? the

probability that the particles lie within 1 fm of each other.
Fig. 2 shows that as with 14C in 180 there is also a vel-v strmlg swlsitivity.

of the correlation probability to the relative amounts of each col]figuratiol].

The deep valley cutting across the terrain define states with slrong auti-
correlations. The mountain ridges define positively-correlated wave functions
in which the nucleons move in closer company, Fig. 3 shows the same geog-

raphy in mercator projection. The line defined by tacos = M, which
runs across the mountain ridge, gives spatially symmetric L=S=O states.

The points on the valley floor marked by ‘o’ define the pure antisymmctric

JL=S=l state defined by cos(fl) = - $ am-l d = 0.

A shell model including the full sol-shell [6] gives O = 3:1° an(l o = 63°.
A shrll-mmlcl calculatioil restricted to the ld ~ and ‘2s1 orl)it als [7] givvs
o = 2(J0 and ~ t= !)OO. These points arc mar cd on li~. :], :\s wit II III(!
Cohen- Kurath “C mixture this cmresponds to neit.lwr t.lw Ilmst or the Im.st
correlated states,

For lso the radial wa~’c flinctions arr certainly difl’mmt ( Iwcaluw (NW is
an s-wave) so that the mixture varies with the (Iistanrc of the mwlrons fron~
the origin. WC have chosca r, = 2 fm whict~ is a typi~il] puiilt at which tlw

first chargc”rxchange migl~t occ~~r. ‘~hc mixi.’lrc rhangos rat Iwr slowly wit 1}
‘~k riifliiil fllll(’li(~ll): IIIC7-I (cvm tlmig!l this is m!ar ttw radial mxl(! in IIN: -,

tmraiu is rat IIw sinli]ar for a l~rg(’ rangr of rI,



1.3 “C Configuration Map, psd Shell Model

As a final example we add some sol-shell components to the mcxlcl spacr as

in the Fortune-Stephans [S] model of 14C:

Al(lp# > +f71(lp$2>+CI(2JU)2>+DI(M;)2 >. (3)

After removing an arbitrary overall normalize’. .,1 factor A, B, C’. and D
are fixed by a 3 mixing angles such as polar coordinates for a -4-dinmlsimlal
hypersphere. To determine the relative values of the constants we could
diagonalize the residual interaction in a 4 x 4 space, for example. To silllplify
matters we, following Fortune and Stephans, use a fixed combination of the
2s~ and ld} configurations, viz.,

lSd >= 0.7371 (2s~)2 > +0.6771 (ldk)2 >
2 a

(4)

so now

I“c> = cos(o)l(l P#* > +

sin(8) [cos(d)l(lp*)2 > +sin(d)l.wf >]. (5)

Figs. 4 and 5 show the correlation topography of this wave function. l’11(’
dominant feature is the immense ‘correlation summit’ near O = 130° all(l

d = 120°, in which the particles are extremely closely correlated, Tlw Colwn -
Kurath and Fmtune-Stephans wave functions arc marked. NOIe that tlw
Cohen-Kurath point appears twice (on opposite sides of the unit sphere).

As the model space grows, the solution gets closer and closer to tllf! eigcn-
states of the chosen residual hamiltonian, and hence it has all of the correla-
tions implicit in the hamiltonian. The short-range complexity cm Iw lnllch

greater than that possible in the 1p-shell.

1.4 Radial Wave Functions

DCX is sensitive to the nuclear size, This leads us to an ambigllity inlwr(!ilt
in our choice of a small, very incomplete, l]~qis set.

One could argue that if we wish to use the mixing angles givrl~ Ijy sllr*ll-
mod~l calculations wc should usc radial wave functions collsist.rllt (a I lciwt )
with the ~ing]!:.particle mmrgics IIsc~ ill LIE dwll-nm(lrl cal(’lllai it)lls, Ill



this article we have chosen wal”e function of this type, usually ()[ llarlmmic-
oscillator variety.

On the other hand, the si nple shell-model basis functions arc noL likely
to possess the correct single-particle separation energies or rms radii of tlm
last neutron(s) or proton(s). The use of radial wave functions Ivhich ha~’c
the correct rms radii (as measured, for example by magnetic (:lcctron scat-
tering) would remedy this problem, but now the connection witl] sI]cII-[INxIc1
calculations and the immense body of nuclear structure codific(l in them is
less direct. We have also included some calculations of tliis typ{: wllicll are
solutions to a Woods-Saxon potential well with the depth of tlw potcrltial
varied to produce the correct binding energy of the last ncutrcm or proton.

1.5 Short-Range Correlations

If the residual interaction depended in Sonle critical way on a short-range
interaction such as rho-meson exchange between nucleons then m. an(l lw.ncc
the wave function, could be said to depend on short-range correlations.

The terms ‘shell-model correlations’ and ‘short-range correlations” arc re-
ally somewhat blurry. In some of our pret’ious work [1-2,9] wc llavc illclllflt’(1
●short-range correlations’ in addition to those inherent in our shell-nmdel coll-
figuiations by means of Jzstrow or hard-sphere correlations, XX scattvrirlg
lengths, or by a three-body model. Of these only the last is s(:lf-(’(~llsist.(:llt.
the others either approximate higher configurations left out hy o~lr Iirllitcd t]a-
sis or supply additional mechanisms omitted in the shell-model Ilanliltonian.
These short-range correlations add structure to the nuclear wave fllnction at
a distance scale of typically a fermi. In Ref. !). for example. we fmln(l that

their main effect for low-energy DC.X was to change the scalv. Icaving t hr
angular distribution little changed. The effect was mainly eitlwr to Iowcr
somewhat the I)CX cross sections in the CW: of hard -sphmc ~~)rr(’liiti(~[)sor

to enhance them in the case of COrH31ati(JnS with internl~{liatc- rnrlg~: at trar-
tion. In the present work we adopt a minimal approach all(l IIY! orlly [ II(!
correlations present in the shell-model configurations.



2 Distorted Wave Methods

Because the pion transfers two units of charge to the nucleus the DCX oper-
ator must be a function of the coordinates of the pion and at least two nucle-
ons, In the distorted-wave impulse approximate ion ( DWIA ) we represent the

DCX operator by an effective operator of only these three coordinates; the
effect of the other nuclear constituents (distortion of pion wav-, excitation
of the nucleus by the pion, etc. ) is absorbed into this operator. 1[ the initial
and final nuclei are in a pure 0+ state the operator may be expressed in the
rather general form [~]:

< qq~l,~z)lr >=

[< FIF’n,(F,, F,)lF> + < I? IF,(F,, F,) II> (5, s F,)(F, o Z’,)]T-(l) T-(2). (G)

The first term represents the spin-independent interactions and the second,
the spin-dependent ones. ai are the spin operators of the nucleons, and ei
are model-dependent functions which depend on the particular mechanism

[9]. The T’s are isospin ladder operators which turn neutrons il)to protons.

~ and ~ are the incident and outgoing momenta of the pion.

As in Section 1 we restrict ourselves to two nucleons (or holes) coupled
to angular momentum zero outside of a closed shell, although this could be
extended to allow a larger number of particles in the unfilled shells by usc of
shell-model density-matrix elements, Thus the nuclear wave functions may
be expressed as

IN>= EiCll(i)2 > (7)

where i = (~i~iji) describes the shell quantum numbers. The matrix elements
of ( 1) using this nuclear wave function is

(s)A = xik~ic&< (Z)21~l(~)2>
This matrix element may be evaluated as [see, for exanlpl~” [{cf. 10]

< (i)21Fl(k)2 >=

where ~i~ is the transition density, and where the factor G’~kis it coillhinat iml
of 3-j and 6.j symbols. For the sequential scattering proccw III(! piece of



~ representing s-wave pion-nucleon charge exchange is given il] coordinate
space by

The pion distorted waves @z are solutions to the relativistic Lippmann-

Schwinger equation with a finite-range optical potential with medium cor-
rections [11].

G = (E - HN - K. – LT.+ ZC)-l (11)

defines the Green operator [see Ref. 12] where we have approximated I!~mby
the same optical potential (withcut the Coulomb potential) used to calcu-
late the distorted wav~ for the incident and outgoing charged pions. A’mis
the kinetic energy of the pion. We have further approximated the nuclear
hamiltonian, HN, by a constant (closure approximation). This is probably a
good approximation except at very low (less than about 30 MeV ) energies.

For lower energies it may be important to correct the closure approximate ion.
perhaps through energy shifts for the different m’lltipoles as advocated in the
work of Bl~zynski and Glauber [4]. The u functions represent the off-she] I

pion-nucleon form factors, and are taken to be of Yarnaguchi form as in [11].

js’ are the on-shell pion-nucleon charge-exchange amplitudes [Ref. 1:1 for
pion energy less than 80 MeV; Ref. 14 for energies above].

The p-wave (flip and non-flip) pieces are quite similar to eqn. 10, but
involve derivative operators. To perform the integral in eqn. 10 it is con-
venient to first define a v transform as a convolution of v with another

function. In this language the sequential operator is the matrix product of
the v-transforms of the initial pion wave function, the (double) r-transform
of the Green function, and the u-transform of the final pion wave function.

3 A CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS

The most time-consuming parts of che calculation are the cvalllatioti of tlw
distorted waves and the Green function. The v-transforms an[l illtcgri~ls
leading to the multiples also take considerable complltcr [.il]w. (lncc [IN:

i



multiples are available, however, it is easy to vary the amplitude coeff~cients
of each of the configurate ions present in the nuclear model space,

If more than two particles are present ill unfilled shells, and if .1=0 pairs
dominate, these same multiples may be combined with nuclear density-
matrix elements to compute DCX on these more complex nuclei.

3.1 14C Configuration Analysis, p-Shell Model

We begin with the simple p-shell model of 14C. Fig. 6 is a plot of the
forward DCX cross section at 50 MeV as a function of the mixing angle m.
There is a remarkable similarity between this and the previous correlation
map for p-shell 14C [see Fig.1]. This is consistent with our earlier claim that
the reaction is enhanced for configurations that correspond to close nucleon

pairs, at least within the reaction-theory model used. This conclusmn is
likely to hold up when other reaction mechanisms (DINT, MEC, and the
like) are also included, because these are also very short-range mechanisms.
(The weakest link here is our assumption of closure in the intermediate states.
It would be interesting to examine the approach to closure through, say, a
coupled-channels approach discussed by Singham [5]. )

The second striking feature is strong sensitivity of the cross sccticm to
the mixing angle. We reported on this feature (in a different guise) in ref.
1, wheie we emphasized that the angular shell-model correlations had a pro-
found effect upon the magnitude of DCX by comparing the L=S=O, 1.=S= 1,

( lp) )2, (lp~ )2, and the Cohen- Kurath wave functions. The point was made
that the angular correlations of these wave functions are vastly different.
with the lp~ case having no angular correlations and the L=S=O wave fllnc-
tion having very strong angular correlations. As in Fig. 1 these five wave
functiorm are represented as five points on Fig 6. The Cohen- [(urath wave
function is seen to lie about half way between the maximum and Ininillmm
vdlues.

Also included on the Fig. 6 is a calculation which omits spin flip (notr
for 0+ ~ 0+ transitions we have assumed that both neutrons must flip spin.
In cases of mixed configurations this may not be sos we arc looking into this

question presently). The dramatic importance of this double-flip contribution
at pion energy 50 MeV was emphasized in the calculation of Bleszy[,ski and

Glauber. A similar plot for 30 hfeV DCX would show m~lch less doul)lw
spin-flip. This is to be expected because the p-wave in the pion-nuclmm

8



interaction is much weaker at lower pion energy.
In most of our calculations we have used 600 MeV/c for the off-shell

range in v. Fig. 6 also shows a calculation using a different value oftlw
off-shell range of the pion-nuclear potential. Our earlier work used a range
of 300 MeV/c which is probably low at least for .50 MeV pions and partly
accounted for our underestimate of the DCX cross section. At least fhis gives
an indication of the kind of theoretical uncertainties which are present even

in a model which includes only the sequential process.
If we (optin~istically) amume that the theoretical error bars are of the

same size as the experimental ones we can plot error bars as a band. Two
ranges of mixing angles are consistent with these cross sections. One range

is in the region of the Cohen- Kurath point. The second surrounds the pllre
( lp; )2 configuration (near OO). These ranges are really quite restrictive. \\~e

hope that plots like this will stimulate theorists to attempt to lower tile
theoretical uncertainties to make a real statement about the nuclear wave
function of the target. As suggested earlier if different forms of the Iluclcar
wave function are used (different radial dependencies or explicit short-range

factors) then the relation with the simple shell-model calculations may not
be possible, but more essential physics may be included.

We next compute the X2 for the measured angular distribution at .50
MeV as a function of the mixing angle. Fig. 7 displays 10/~ US. m

using the data of Ref. 12. The result shows a prominent and rather narrow
peak near 60”. A peak is also present near 0°, but the corresponding anglllar

distribution is not as satisfactory.

3.2 180 Configuration Analysis, sol-Shell Model

Fig 8, displays the forward DCX crnss section for an incident 50 \lcV pion
us. the two mixing angles. If we paint a stripe corresponding to, say, twice
the experimental error bars on the sides of the mountain wc wmild rmt. rict
the possible wave functions very strongly because of the stcep~lms of t IN:
mountain. As with the *4C case the experiment picks ollt a rf~gioll wllidl
corresponds neither to the maximum nor mininlllm possible vallms allmw!~l

by the pure sol-shell.
The same data is presented in a contour or topographic [llal) ill Fig. !).

The experimental fo-warcl cross section is about 5..5 ph/.w [1.5]. ‘I”llis d(!flm:s
a ring surrounding the mountain. The shell-model calculations melltionml

9



earlier lie close to this region!
As with 14C we now calculate the Xz over the full angular distribution for

each of the points on the configuration map. The chi-square surface shown
in Fig. 10 has two prominent minima at (O, 4) of (20,100) and (70,40). Since

minima are hard to see on a surface plot, we have plotted 10/ fi so that
the good points stick up as sharp peaks (Fig. 11). The angular distributions
corresponding to the largest of these peaks are given in Fig. 12. Both give
satisfactory fits to the data, although they miss the 50° data point badly.
The ~gula distributionfor a configuration point near the center of the map

is ~so shown to give an impression of the variety of angular distributions
pcxuible with sol-shell wave functions.

We have calculated all angular distributions for an incident pion labora-
tory energy of 165 MeV to H if we could reproduce the celebrated minimum

in the angular distribution at 20°. It does not seem to be possible without

either more complex shell structure or additional reaction mechanisms.
Fig. 13 gives a simlhr topographic (z plot for 292 hleV. (The clata was

read by eye from the small graphs in Ref. 16) While the general structure of
the plot is quite similar to that at 50 MeV, the preferred poirits have drifted

together. This unsatisfactory state of affairs could result from a general ovm-
prediction of our high-energy DCX cross sections. The chi-squared procedure
compensates for this by choosing a less correlated wave function. \f: Ilet her
this is due to our approximate treatment of recoil corrections, the omission
of some important mechanism, or completely different reason is under study.

In any case the general structure of the plot is qualitatively similar to the .50
MeV results.

3.3 14C Configuration Analysis, psd Shrlls Mdel

Fig 14 displays the topography for forward DCX in lAC at 50 MeV in tile
psd basis. The axes are lpi (polar) and ‘pl us. (dsj shell as the ~~imuthal
axis. The cross sections again track the correlation plot of Fig. 4 rather
closely. The next two figures show 10/ @ vs. configuration for a full
angular distribution. There are two rather high peaks. onc at (0. O) = (60,0)

(whose other half is at ( 120,0)), and the other near the renter oft Iw plot i~t

about (100,120).
Onc of the peaks is just the (.ldwn-l{llrath solution, nriwly il I)IIIX* 1)-slI(*ll!

This peak appears on the edge of the plot and so is split into t WOIlalf-p(wks,

10



one at (60,0) and the other at (1S0,120). (It is important to note that the
resolution of these plots is rather coarse; O is gridded in steps of 10° and b
in steps of 20”. Any structure having finer resolution than this is a figrncnt
of the gridding process. ) From present data at this energy wc arc unable to
distinguish between this and the second peak at ( 120.S0). Additimlal data

is necessary to resolve this ambiguity. The analysis is reminiscent of tlw

ambiguities in a phase-shift analysis. There may be several sets of phase

shifts which are consistent with a relatively small data set. One may he real,
but the others are phantoms to be exorcised by additional data... taken o~’cr
a wider data set or over several energies. lf no point on the plot is consistent
with the data then either the reaction theory is deficient or we have used an
insufficient data set.

Angular distributions corresponding to three best candidates are plotted
in Fig. 17 along with data from Ref. 12. They are somewhat rmscmahlc.
but all miss the 130° point rather badly. Also included on the plot are
angular distributions corresponclirig to two other points. One corresponds
to a configuration for which there is very close pairing (as dctcrmimxl by
Fig. 5). This calculation yields a huge forward-peaked cross section. Tlw

last curve wag produced from a configuration in which the nuclcons avoi(l
each other; the crosg section has a strong backward peak. [t is amazing how

much variation is obtainable from such a .sImple sequential [IN-AI am.1 SUCII
a primitive shell structure.

The oscillator parameter used to calculate thege figures is fairly convml-

tional (b= 1.73 fro), but would be too small to give a rms radius consistrmt
with the binding energy of the last neutron. To test the sensitivity of thu re-

sults to this parameter the calculation was redone with a Iargcr value (b= 1.S3
fro). The actual sizes of the cross sections decrease somewhat. hut the gctl-
er.al form of the topographic plot is essentially unaltered. The Colwn-Kllratll
and central peaks are still present.

Figure 18 is a plot derived from the 30 hleV data [12]. These (Iata coil-
sists of only four angular points, and are less constraining, Again the (Iatfi
demands that we include points near the Cohen- Kurath point. ‘l-IN!higlwst
peak is at (60,20) is, at our present resolution. only barely {iist.illgllisllal~lf~
from that at (80,0), The central rnaxilnum which appt=arml ill tlw .50 \lr\’

data smms to bc weaker: it’s a good lmt that it WM a phantmll WlIII iol~.

11



3.4 42Ca with Configuration Mixing

Finally we pr=nt calculations of DCX cm ‘2Ca. In addition to the pure
l! shell result we have also included results from an extended basis which

{inc udes If:, 1P} and 1P; configurations. The results, using coefficients

derived from the computer program Oxbash [17] and provided to us by .1.
Ginocchio, are presented in Fig. 19 and 20. The Kuo-Brown, \\”ildenthal.
and FPY interactions give fairly consistent predictions, all about 50 pmccnt
higher than a pure lf; model. The calculations which include configuration

mixing are remarkably consistent with the data at 35 \IeV [1S]. The dfcc-t
of configuration mixing in 42Ca is in general agr~ment with the calculations

of Ref. 19, but lie nearly a factor of two above the data at 292 \lcV [20).
‘l’his once again points out a deficiency in the reactic I t,hcmy that we I:avc
used.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an exploratory configuration analysis of nuclear w;tvc
functions using DCX. The distorted wave used are calculated fron] a finitc-
range optical model which is in approximate agreement with elastic and with

SCX data. Only the sequential mechanism has been included. Ily comparing
our predictions of all possible configurations within a given basis wr hare smw
that the existing experimental data essentially cxc!udcs most rollfigllratiolls.
assuming the validity of the reaction theory. This is a risky asslllllptioll,
but believe that the roughly ccmsistcnt results are cxt rmmdy pr~~vm’tilit’{’.
We intend to attempt a similar analysis which also ccmtaills 111[’soII [~xcllailgc

currents and short-range correlations.

We recommend others try such analyses with their own (l~iliillli(’itl III()({(sIs,

The analysis may be carried out not for DCX in isol~tion, hIIt ill r(mjlln(lioll
with SCX, elastic, ineiastic, and ether reactions which may IN (1(’scrilw(l I)y

the same nuckar wave functions and pion distorted wav(~,
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